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About This Game

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is a game about seeing the future.

Knowing the future, you can see the paths of yourself and enemies showing where they will be in the next few seconds,
visualized in the third dimension beneath the floor. Where your path collides with the path of an enemy, the future danger is

highlighted while you still have time to counteract.

Classic top down style gameplay becomes a symphony of interweaving 3d paths where future events are highlighted, and players
have time to change the outcomes before it's too late.

zTime (Danger Noodles!) is in early access for Windows. Play it with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive if you have one.
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I've always been a fan of NASA, space and beyond. Even when I was a little child I attended a NASA Space camp and that is
what urged me to try this out and I must say so far I am impressed with what it is and have high hopes for what it will become.

Fluid movement and controls (except for a problem with turning in Linux which hopefully should be fixed soon). A decent
score to listen to and more. Plus in colaberation with NASA they plan to add 50 or so more activities\/quests.

Definatly worth a try!. Man, I have been waiting for this one for a while now. I've only known you since 2012, so I never got to
experience the "old" Missleman games besides Spy Strike 2. I always wanted to see him back into action. Did you notice him in
Alexander High 2 in the fourth level? If not, that's okay. Anyway, I really wanted to play this game and see how much you've
improved from previous endeavors.

Also, this review addresses Ryan. So, if that's who the you's are refferring to.

MECHANICS: (4.5\/5)
It's obvious you used Zach's old platforming engine, the same for Dynamite Alex. That's not a bad thing, really, as it was a
decent engine. You seemed to use it the way it was designed. I did notice some bugs, but there weren't many. The only real issue
I can find in this field is shooting while on a wall. While it seems like you can't, you actually can. The bullet is destroyed by the
wall. What I'd do is have him shoot the oposite direction from the wall, like Mega Man X.

USER INTERFACE: (4\/5)
I immedietly noticed that this game ran at 60 fps (or at least felt that way), and that is a feat that I have not been too successful
at, so pat yourself on the back for beating me to that. The controls felt great and were complimented by the smooth framerate. I
did notice a drop in frame rate from time to time though, but it mostly stayed persistant. What I didn't like, however, was that
there wasn't an indicater for stuff to happen (ex: the end of a screen). It was designed assuming a player knew a bottomless pit at
the end of a level or a space at the end of the room was actually a good thing, rather than instant death. But the thing is,
sometimes those DO lead to instant death. For example, if you jump into the boundaries of a room, sometimes there is an
invisible wall there, other times there isn't and you die. Try to keep boundaries consistant throughout the whole game.

STORY: (4\/5)
I was unsatisfied with Dynamite Alex and Blitz Action Assassin's storys. They were too cookie-cutter and non-intresting. This
game, however, is an improvement. I was interested in this game's story and always wondered what would await the blue (and
yellow) bomber. I do wish that what happens at the end of the game is hinted at more throughout the game, as it just kinda
happens unexpectedly. It would have more an impact on the player if perhaps there was more foreshadowing. While the
narrative is pretty good, it does sometimes intrude on the pacing of the game, and it is especially aparent with the transitional
dialog with Missleman's thoughts. Giving the player a big wall of text to read tends to turn them off unless they really are
interested, but you must first earn their intrest through telling the story through gameplay. My earlier games had that issue and I
am still trying to perfect the art of storytelling and pacing.

WORLD: (4.5\/5)
Somebody's been taking notes from Alexander High and Westlouia! (although that game wasn't perfect at that.) The characters
in MO were creative, unique, and always made me want to talk to them. My favorite was the "I WILL DESTROY THE
HUMAN RACE" guy. Totally relatable. I also like how they consider Missleman a "bootleg" of Mega Man. He's a parody, but
not a bootleg, but I'm sure you know that. I do wish you incorperated more worldbuilding into the actual levels rather than just
the hub area. It would make your levels much more interesting.

GRAPHICS: (3.5\/5)
The graphics were pretty good. If I remember right, and please correct me if I'm wrong, you're an art major. So, I should expect
for the game to look good. The graphical style fits the tone of the game. There are some areas (especially the color palace)
where there's too much contrasting colors and it's kinda distracting. Colors are effective for showing a level's mood, something I
think you should've done this more. I did not like your random use of Sonic level maps. They just don't work well as
backgrounds. The backgrounds you made for other levels were great! Again, be consistent throughout the whole game.

AUDIO: (3\/5)
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None of the sounds were unpleasant and overly sharp, which is good. I do notice you took some assets from other games, which
is fine when you keep it to a minimum. If you want to create more original retro-styled sounds, I'd highly reccomend BFXR.
The music on the other hand, is meh. A lot of it is generic and doesn't harmonize with the fast-paced gameplay. The big
component of good game music is all in the melody. I'd reccomend you study music theory, as that'll shed some light into
producing (or effectivly using) game music. I also noticed that the victory theme was too quiet, which was a shame because it
had a good melody.

LEVEL DESIGN: (2\/5)
While improved from Dynamite Alex and certainly Blitz Action Assassin, it is still the weak point of this game. The levels still
seem to be designed with your skill set in mind rather than the player's. I designed my old games' levels around the same
mentality, and people did not like them. A theme I've noticed is that the player is forced to rely on instinct and patterns from
previous games, but is later punished for it, ESPECIALLY in the color palace level. If you approach the color button in the way
that the level design clearly leads you into, you will be shocked to discover it leads you to your death. When you design your
levels, please please please think of the player and their mindset.

ENEMY\/BOSS DESIGN: (4\/5)
The enemies in MO are a lot better than they were in previous games. They have a lot more variety in not only appearance but
movement. Were those beer bottles some of them were shooting out? If so, was that a reference to those thug enemies from my
old games who threw beer bottles? Maybe not. My only big gripe is the boss battles. There's much more focus on them this time
around, but they become monotonous very quickly because of how much health they're given. I think they only should've been
given enough health to be defeated after a couple patterns. This especially hindered the Guffbot battle(s), as his pattern was so
simple that most of the time was spent just mindlessly pelting him.

OVERALL (3.75\/5)
It is very obvious you have improved, and I love seeing that! Your beloved mascot has really come a long way. However, there is
still much to be improved. It seems hinted that you want to make this into a series. Go for it! Just be sure to consider my
critiques\/suggestions. I will also be willing to assist in any way possible.

TO POTENTIAL PLAYERS:
To anyone who enjoys fast-paced 2D platformers, I'd reccomend this one. Don't let my nitpicks prevent you from experiencing
this game. It's only $2, but that two bucks'll be worth it.. The competitive mode was interesting, the cooperative mode lacked in
content and meaning in my opinion. Very little content overall, two modes and thats all. Worst part is, is that is lagged on a
relatively powerful laptop. With such simplistic graphics it really should be able to hold a much better framerate than it did.. I
am really sorry if I offend die hard fans, however I have been playing the Tom Clancy games from the very first one but this
one is without doubt the worse game I have ever played in the franchise. When my character attempts to run he moves like he is
waist deep in mud and the Ai commands make them as dumb as fudge, you tell the team to hold and they seem to get lonely if
you are more than 100 yards from sight and decide to follow you and when I say follow you I truly mean that as that is all the
stupid muppets do as they start screaming ARGH I 'M BEING SHOT??? Well shoot back then you think oh no the dumb as
fudge AI just stands there getting shot as once they can see you they go back to TEAM HOLD mode?!!

Okay, so I only paid £1.63 for this but I still feel as though they saw me coming and thought "Ah yes another franchise mug
about to get mugged" I am going to complete this game as a form of self punishment for not listening to the negative reviews
that for once were highly accurate!

#### FOR ANYONE STUCK ON THE *** YASOV *** MISSION ####

Just before you climb the mini ladder to get onto the roof press F5 for a quick save and then LOWER your graphics to
1080x720 THEN climb the ladder kill the roof guard and then press F5 to save again now CHANGE the options back to what
they were PRESS F5 again and then press F8 to load that quick save and this is how you get passed the screen blacking out!!.
The Puzzle Room has a lot of different cool things, including a suprise Johnny Five, i'll list the pros and cons for the current
version:

Pros:
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*A lot of puzzles, you need to think here, and is very challenging
* Johnny Five
* You can change your hairstyle and see yourself in reflections.
* Two rooms you can play in.
* Spray Paint
* Playable Records.

Cons:
* Sadly the game crashes a lot, not sure why..
* First puzzle was not completable in one segment as the flashlight would not work in the secret section, had to restart game.
* You can't fully assemble Johnny five ( No Disassemble :()
* A little expensive for how buggy it is right now.

Overall I believe this game has potential but I would wait until the bugs are fixed or it's on sale.. The sequel to Witches' Prison,
The Turning Thorn plunges you into the secrets of A.R.C.A.N.E. as they try to use Kiera Vale for their own ends.

Decent game, worth playing. Buy the Nightmare Adventures bundle, though, as the first game helps you understand parts of the
backstory better.. This is a vary good DLC. There are quite a few scenarios from Bristol Templemeads, through the Severn
tunnel and onto Cardiff via Newport. Thee scenery is vary nice and the gameplay is vary smooth; I was getting from 25-60 fpm.

I enjoyed drving the green GWR Intercity 125.

I was 5 minutes late getting into Newport and was "fined" -1700 points in Career! Wow!

A great DLC that I recommend.
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Found this game thanks to HarshlyCritical, pretty ok dude. (Don't watch his streams, his mods are whiny and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 a lot.)

Anyways, the game has a good idea going, but ultimately you get mad when you bump in the wall 300 times then die and have to
listen to the same cutscene over and over.

I made it to the part when you need to get past 2 guards walking around and then I just kept going up in flames... so yeah.

Try it out.. Freedom Fighter it starts up in window mode and if you want it in fullscreen you will have to press alt+enter because
there is now menu system built in to the game that I could find. You start at what would be called the main menu, but the only
thing you can do there is to start the game or check the leader boar. When I played the leader board didn't show anything. And
there is some very repetetive music going on.

You start the game and since the spawn is randomly generated you might die right away and end up back at the main menu. If
you survive spawning you need to figure out the controls because the game doesn't tell you. For anyone interested the arrow
keys, z and x are the keys that is used by the game. Running and jumping feels good in Freedom Fighter but that is about the
only positive things about the game. If you want to see how the game place I recorded it and you can take a look at it by pressing
the link down bellow.

A quick look at - Freedom Fighter. Sorry, can't recomend. Supported the dev by purchasing at around $20. Alot of what was
promised never materialized and the dev moved on to other (sucessful) VR titles dropping this and the price to $1.00 for awhile.
His other titles may be good but I'll never know as I won't suppoprt this dev again.

If you got this one sale for a dollar then definately worth that in it's current state. The devs others games have decent
multiplayer, etc (from reviews I read) so he has honed the technical chops to update this. maybe even add oculus support, etc.
and charge more?

There's a real lack of good VR pirate games on the market and this had some real potential. Sadly this is it and won't receive any
updates :(. \u4e4b\u540e\u518d\u6765\u8865
\u4e0d\u8fc7\u521d\u97f3\u5c9b\u4f5c\u4e3a\u6211\u5165\u5b85\u4f5c\u52a0\u4e0a\u672c\u8eab\u7d20\u8d28\u4e5f\u4e0
d\u9519\uff08\u81f3\u5c11\u73a9\u8fc7\u7684\u524d\u4e24\u4f5c\u662f\u8fd9\u6837\uff09
\u8fd9\u6b21\u82f1\u6587\u5316\u6b63\u597d\u53ef\u4ee5\u5f25\u8865\u770b\u65e5\u6587\u56f0\u96be\u7684\u9057\u61
be

\uff08\u8fd9\u4e2aop\uff0c\u8fd8\u662f\u90a3\u4e2a\u5473!. +Fun concept
+Well made

-Abandoned

0\/5

If they would have stuck with it this would have been a great product, but they didn't, it'll never be complete, and it's still
scamming people on the store. I Cannot recommend a game that'll never be released, this isn't a full game, and it never will be.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. Yury is a superb specimen of the neoretro platformer genre, and it stands a very good chance of becoming a
perfect one if Cubic Pie continues tweaking it. The game possesses all the qualities of any hardcore 8-bit classic: high difficulty
which emphasizes skill instead of grinding or hoarding items, diverse and thoughtfully designed obstacles, and short length. Because
Yury is hard and brief, it tempts you to assay it over and over again to see just how efficient you can get. Highly recommended,
especially at this absurdly low price!. Decent Graphics with a good idea. for the price of $4 you cant go wrong.. Short, but worth
the price. I have 4.7 hrs on record and went through it twice to get all the achievements.
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